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Mahir A Desai
Std.- I-A

Aarush S Patel
Std.- I-A

Saanvi Y. Patel
Std.- II-A

Diya C. Patel
Std.- II-A

Vihaan Khasia
Std.- I-C

Pahal N. Vaghela
Std.- II-A

Nax Patel
Std.- I-C

Ayaan S Patel
Std.- II-C

Theodore Roosevelt the ex-president of America has rightly said, “With self-discipline almost
anything is possible.” It is the discipline that changes good into great. We appreciate this fundamental
quality of disciplining oneself demonstrated by these kids. To them being in discipline and following
teacher’s instructions is more important than to show off to others that they know the answer. They
unmute and answer only when teacher asks them. Rest of the time they speak answers but do not
unmute which helps in the smooth conduction of the class. This quality of self –control will surely lead
them towards greater success.

Krishna A Patel
Std.- I-B

Kush R Patel
Std.- I-B

Pritkumar M Patel
Std.- I-C

Vivaan Ahuja
Std.- I-C

A child learns most easily and quickly in the mother tongue but in an English medium school, English
being the first language is a bit of higher level even in the First Grade. It definitely requires extra
efforts and determination to go out of the Comfort Zone. We appreciate the diligent efforts and active
participation made by Krishna and Kush in the discussion of the word meanings. We also appreciate
the earnest efforts made by Pritkumar and Vivaan in giving the answers in English which evidently is
not their mother tongue.

Krishiv H Patel
Std.- I-C
A person’s most useful asset is not a head full of knowledge, but a heart full of love, a ear ready to
listen and a hand willing to help others. Robert Ingersoll has rightly said, “We lift by helping others.”
We appreciate this very virtue of being helpful demonstrated by Krishiv in a class where his classmate
was unable to find answer in a Word Search (a complex form of learning for a First Grader) and he
promptly helped out by informing his classmate to look for the specific location.

Naksh V Panchal
Std.- II-B
Proactiveness, diligence and panache for the quality work are the virtues that enable a student to
stand out in the class. We appreciate Naksh for demonstrating the same as whenever, whatever work
is assigned to him despite of being given the submission date he completes the work the very same
day and submits it to the teacher.

Parv J Patel
Std.- II-B
To get accustomed in a new environment not only requires constant efforts and observation skills but
also a strong determination to do so. We appreciate that Parv has joined VISMA this year only and
despite being new to the methodology he has adapted well to the system and is doing remarkably well.

Viva P Bavavala
Std.- II-B
Joseph Addison once stated, “Cheerfulness is the best promoter of health and is as friendly to the mind
as to the body.” We appreciate the cheerful attitude of Viva which never allows the unwillingness or
weariness to infect her. Rather makes her a sincere, attentive and curious student. Keep it up, dear!

Ishika P Chaurasia
Std.- III-C
On Teacher’s Day Ishika prepared a wonderful dance for all the teachers. She recorded it and sent it to
all the teachers to show her love and respect. This shows that she is a self motivated child. We
appreciate her for her reverence.

Ansh J Patel
Std.- III-B
Ansh is a boy who never hesitates to empathize with others. He gave his notes to a new student and
helped him complete his work. His thoughtfulness is admired.

Vraj D Shroff
Std.- III-C
An active and responsible child Vraj is always very clear with his communication. He is truly valued
for being so responsible.

Std. – III-B & C (Whole Class)
All the students are appreciated for showing their readiness during the Art and Craft class. Not only
that but their patience and self control have also been observed in completing the drawing and
following exact instructions given by the teacher.

Std. – V-C (Whole Class)
Almost all the kids have sent the answer sheets in PDF file for online exams though it was not
compulsory. They even completed their Math paper without much guidance from the teacher. Their
sincerity towards studies and work allotted it worthy of praise.

Rudra Shah
Std.- VI-C
When a chapter was introduced in class, Rudra took the initiative of making a PPT on the related topic
on her own and sent it to the teacher. The PPT was then shared in the class group so that the students
would get more information. We value her thoughtfulness.

Deeya N Sukhdia
Std.- VI-C
Deeya observed one of her best friends doing something incorrect which was not expected from her.
Being concerned about her friend she brought it to the notice of the teacher so that her friend would
be corrected by the teacher and would also realize her mistake. She is truly appreciated for her true
friendship and concern for her friends. Everyone deserves a true friend like her.

Hiya Patel
Std.- VIII-B

Charvi Patel
Std.- VIII-B

Many a times Charvi is unable to join the class due to network issues. She calls Hiya during class and
Hiya keeps her phone near the device which she herself is using to attend the class. This enables
Charvi to listen to the teacher’s explanations. With Hiya’s help Charvi is able to attend the class (audio
part).This shows Charvi’s interest in attending the classes and Hiya’s helpful nature. They both set an
excellent example of friendship.

Om Patel
Std.- XII-Sci
This child is studying so much that the teacher himself is astonished. There is deep development in
whatever he is doing which is a sign of progress.

Aesha Patel
Std.- XII-Sci
She always informs the teacher in advance when she wants to take leave. Aesha even asks the teacher
for extra questions to practice in Physics and Biology to clear her concept. Her eagerness to learn
helps her understand relevant topics. This shows her concern for her studies.

Mahi Shah
Std.- XI-Sci
Mahi is a very supportive child. During the lecture she is always very interactive and also keeps the
teacher informed about the students who are in the waiting room. Whenever homework is given, she
is always the first to submit it. Her sincerity is worthy of praise.

Hardatt Bhatt
Std.- XI-Sci
This child is valued for his effective communication skills.

Hirawa Patel
Std.- XI-Com

Dhanrajsinh Gohil
Std.- XI-Com

It is difficult to find good values in today's society. We at Visma are lucky to have so many kids, who
display good values regularly. They give us motivation. They make us believe in goodness of the
society. Hirawa and Dhanraj belong to that category. Both of them were telling the teacher to reduce
their marks because they had made a mistake in the paper, and the teacher was not aware about it.

